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Abstract

Unit selection based text-to-speech systems can generally ob-

tain high speech quality provided that the database is large

enough. In embedded applications, the related memory require-

ments may be excessive and often the database needs to be both

pruned and compressed to fit it into the available memory space.

In this paper, we study the topic of database compression. In

particular, the focus is on speaker-specific optimization of the

quantizers used in the database compression. First, we intro-

duce the simple concept of dynamic quantizer structures, fa-

cilitating the use of speaker-specific optimizations by enabling

convenient run-time updates. Second, we show that significant

memory savings can be obtained through speaker-specific re-

training while perfectly maintaining the quantization accuracy,

even when the memory required for the additional codebook

data is taken into account. Thus, the proposed approach can be

considered effective in reducing the conventionally large foot-

print of unit selection based text-to-speech systems.

Index Terms: speech synthesis, unit selection, database com-

pression

1. Introduction

Even though there are some network based text-to-speech (TTS)

systems available, on-device integration is by far the most com-

mon approach used when introducing TTS technology into new

devices. Concatenative unit selection based synthesis is cur-

rently the predominant technology in the commercial TTS sys-

tems and applications, despite the recent popularity of statistical

speech synthesis techniques on the research side. As evidenced

most concretely by the transition from diphone synthesis to unit

selection synthesis, an increase in the size of the database gen-

erally increases the synthesis quality. Unfortunately, the size

of the database also directly affects the memory consumption

and the computational load. This can easily become problem-

atic in certain environments, such as in the current low-end mo-

bile devices, where the available memory sizes and computa-

tional resources are still rather limited despite the continuous

improvements in both of these areas. In addition, even on high-

end devices, extra computations may shorten the battery life,

and the users may also wish to preserve more memory for their

own purposes instead of having to store large unit selection TTS

databases. This is especially relevant when TTS systems operat-

ing on different languages and perhaps databases from different

speakers are pre-installed on a device. Thus, there is still clear

demand for solutions that reduce the footprint and the compu-

tational complexity of unit selection based TTS systems.

In the literature related to the use of unit selection syn-

thesis on embedded devices, or more generally to the reduc-

tion of the memory footprint of unit selection databases, the

most typical approach is to use different methods for pruning

seldomly-used or redundant units from the database. Exam-

ples of such database reduction methods can be found, e.g., in

[1], [2], and [3]. These approaches are valid but the database

should be kept large enough to maintain the naturalness of the

synthesized speech and thus it is beneficial to also compress

the databases. Clearly the most common approach for com-

pressing the databases has been to use conventional speech or

audio codecs as such. For example, a 32kbps variable bit rate

MPEG1-LIII encoder was used in [4], CELP-based codecs with

compression ratios between 7 and 10 were used [5], and in [6]

standardized speech codecs with bit rates from 4.75 kbps to

13 kbps were used for compressing the databases. As an ex-

ception, [7] employed a specifically designed compression ap-

proach based on asynchronous interpolation modeling that can

be tuned specifically for a single speaker. Speaker-specific tun-

ing should intuitively be beneficial also in the case of conven-

tional speech codecs but to the authors’ knowledge this issue

has not been studied in the literature.

In speech coding, vector quantizers and their codebooks

have traditionally been fixed in terms of their structure and size.

For example, the codebooks of standardized speech coders used

in mobile devices are typically stored in the read-only memory,

with the obvious exception of adaptive codebooks. In addi-

tion, the bit allocations for individual quantizers are also typ-

ically static, even in codecs that can operate on multiple bit

rates. In contrast, this paper exploits the simple but effective

concept of dynamic quantizer structures [8]. The main idea in

this approach is to make the quantizer designs and the code-

books fully dynamic and configurable at run time, which in turn

enables easy reconfiguration of the codec, as well as retrain-

ing and optimization of the quantizers specifically for different

text-to-speech databases. The memory saving benefit achiev-

able using dynamic quantizers and speaker-specific retraining

in the context of unit selection database compression is studied

via practical experiments. More specifically, the focus is placed

on the quantization of the line spectral frequencies (LSFs) since

this task is relevant in most speech codecs and a significant por-

tion of the bits are typically allocated for this purpose.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows.

First, the topic of dynamic quantizer structures is discussed in

Section 2. This is followed by Section 3 that introduces the

application scenario studied in this paper. Section 4 describes

the experiments and the results obtained in them. Finally, a

short discussion is provided in Section 5, and conclusions are

drawn in Section 6.

2. Making the quantizers dynamic

Dynamic quantizers structures [8] enable flexible retraining of

a speech codec or some of its quantizers. In practice, to en-
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able full retraining of a codec in a wide sense, all the quantizers

need to be fully reconfigurable. To realize this, the design of

the codec and especially the quantizer designs need to be con-

sidered.

A quantizer structure is considered dynamic if its design

can be fully reconfigured at run time. The dynamic quantizer

data can be represented in a compact manner as a bitstream

consisting of two parts, a configuration header specifying the

quantizer designs and the actual quantizer data including the

codebooks and possible predictors. This bitstream is used as

an additional input during the reinitialization of the codec. In

addition, default settings and quantizers are stored as a part of

the codec itself, to allow partial reconfiguration and even usage

without separate reinitialization.

In the case of concatenative TTS, each compressed database

is complemented with the above-mentioned dynamic quantizer

bitstream. The bitstream begins with the configuration header

that fully specifies which of the quantizers are reconfigured and

what are the new quantizer structures. Then, the actual quan-

tizer data is only included for the listed quantizers. This so-

lution allows the greatest possible flexibility and compression

efficiency: the quantizer structures can be freely selected based

on the concrete needs and optimization (e.g., differently for dif-

ferent languages and speakers) but at the same time it is possible

to include in the reconfiguration bitstream only the new quan-

tizers that make the overall compression more efficient, con-

sidering the overhead needed for storing the quantizer data. A

practical example of a configuration header structure is given in

Section 3.

The quantizer data and the configurations are allocated into

the codec memory in a fully dynamic manner. Together with the

above considerations, this allows each quantizer to be updated

individually. Furthermore, to save memory, the quantizer data

can be shared between different quantizers. For example in the

case of a multi-mode codec, the compression scheme for a given

parameter may use the same codebooks and/or predictors for

different frame types (e.g., voiced and unvoiced) with a single

memory instance.

3. Application: multi-stage LSF
quantization

In this paper, the idea of dynamic quantizer structures is ap-

plied to the compression of unit selection TTS databases. To

maximize the relevance and usefulness of the results, the study

is not tied to any particular speech codec. Instead, the focus

is placed on a task that is present in almost all modern speech

codecs, i.e., on the quantization of the linear prediction (LP)

coefficients. The quantization of the LP coefficients is carried

out using memoryless multi-stage vector quantization (MSVQ)

and the widely popular LSF representation. A sampling rate of

8 kHz is used in the study, and the weighted squared error,

d (xn,yn) = (xn − yn)
⊤ Wn (xn − yn) , (1)

is used as the distortion measure both in quantizer training and

in the quantization. The distortion is measured between two

LSF vectors xn and yn, and the weighting matrices Wn are

diagonal. The weights are derived using the weighting scheme

presented originally in [9], i.e., the distortion of each LSF is

weighted proportionally to the value of the spectrum at the cor-

responding frequency. More precisely, the weight for the ith
LSF vector element is computed using

wi =
∣∣∣H(ejωi)

∣∣∣
0.3

, (2)

where ωi is the frequency of the ith LSF and H(ejω) denotes

the spectral envelope of the LP synthesis filter given by H(z) =
1/A(z). The corresponding LP analysis filter is

A(z) = 1−
p∑

k=1

akz
−k, (3)

where p = 10 is the degree of the LP filter, and {ak} are the

linear prediction coefficients corresponding to the LSFs. In ad-

dition, as described in [9], the distortions of the ninth and the

tenth LSF are multiplied by the fixed weights of 0.64 and 0.16,

respectively.

In this application scenario, the LSF quantizer can be made

dynamic simply by enabling run-time reconfiguration. The vec-

tor dimension should always remain constant, since p is fixed to

the value 10. The weighting scheme can also remain constant,

and since there are no predictors, it is sufficient to only allow re-

configuration of the total number of MSVQ stages, the sizes of

the stages, and the MSVQ codebooks. Thus, the configuration

header can have, e.g., the following form:

• update flag (1 if the LSF quantizer is updated, 0 if not)

• number of stages (assuming that update flag was 1)

• number of code vectors for each stage (from 1 to number

of stages)

If the quantizer is not updated, only 1 extra bit is needed. In the

case the quantizer is updated, the actual MSVQ codebook data

needs to be stored in addition to the above configuration header.

4. Experiments

With dynamic quantizer structures, it is possible to recon-

figure only those quantizers or codebooks that can offer en-

hanced compression efficiency even when the additional mem-

ory needed for the quantizer data is also taken into account.

Thus, it is safe to state that proper use of codec retraining never

makes the compression of the unit selection databases less ef-

ficient. However, an important question remains: Can speaker-

specific retraining lead to significant memory savings? This is-

sue was studied in a number of conditions using different text-

to-speech database materials.

4.1. Experimental set-up

To study the memory saving advantage achievable using codec

or quantizer retraining, several LSF quantizers were specifically

retrained for two TTS databases and similar quantizers trained

for a generic training set served as a reference. The two TTS

databases used in the study were the publicly available CMU

Arctic US English voices slt and rms, i.e., a female voice and a

male voice. For the first part of the test, LSF data sets consist-

ing of 145 654 and 177 612 vectors were obtained for slt and

rms, respectively, using LP analysis with a 20-ms update inter-

val and a voice activity detector for discarding silent frames.

More specifically, the LP analysis utilized mild bandwidth ex-

pansion and a 25-ms Hamming window, and the LP coefficients

were obtained using the autocorrelation method and the well-

known Levinson-Durbin algorithm.

The generic training set was generated similarly using

speech from multiple speakers and languages. The total size

of the set was 203 250 vectors, including 6000 vectors from slt

and rms. For the second part of the test, similar LSF sets were

generated using the speech databases slt and rms but now with

the update interval of 10 ms.
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In the first part of the experiment, the evaluation focused

on comparing the performance of multi-stage vector quantizers

with two different maximum codebook sizes, 64 vectors/stage

and 256 vectors/stage. All the quantizers included in the exper-

iment were multi-stage vector quantizers trained using the si-

multaneous joint design algorithm described in [10]. Different

bit rates from 10 bits/vector to 26 bits/vector were included in

the test. For the codebook search, the M-L tree search approach

presented in [10] was used with the setting M = 8.

The performance of the quantizers was evaluated using

spectral distortion (SD) as the distortion metric. SD is defined

in dB as

SD2 =
1

fu − fl

∫ fu

fl


20 log10

∣∣∣H(ej2πf/fs)
∣∣∣

∣∣∣Ĥ(ej2πf/fs)
∣∣∣




2

df, (4)

where H(ejω) and Ĥ(ejω) denote the spectral envelopes of the

original and the quantized synthesis filter while fl and fu define

the lower and upper frequency limits of the integration, and fs is

the sampling frequency. The spectral distortion was computed

over the frequency band from 0 Hz to 3000 Hz because of the

weighting scheme used in the test. Since this SD-based evalua-

tion approach is generally considered reliable and perceptually

meaningful, no listening tests were arranged. This also helped

in keeping the results fully codec-independent.

The second part of the experiment studied the effect that

the size of the database has on the achievable memory saving.

A 26 bits/vector MSVQ with the maximum codebook size of

64 vectors/stage trained with the generic data set was selected

as the benchmark, and now the task was to find with differ-

ent database sizes a similar specifically-trained quantizer that

achieves or exceeds the quantization accuracy of the benchmark

quantizer. When such a quantizer was found, the total mem-

ory saving was calculated, also taking into account the memory

needed for storing the new codebooks. The databases of dif-

ferent size were obtained by using different-sized subsets of the

full databases.

4.2. Results

The results given in Table 1 for the maximum codebook size

of 64 vectors/stage indicate that training the quantizers specif-

ically for a given TTS database improves the quantization ac-

curacy significantly, compared to the case where the quantizers

are trained using generic speech data, despite the fact that train-

ing material from the particular speaker was also included in the

generic training set. Due to the improved accuracy, the quanti-

zation bit rate can be reduced without causing any quality degra-

dation. On higher bit rates, the performance advantage is about

15% or 4 bits/vector, i.e., an equal or lower SD can be obtained

using a 22-bit quantizer trained specifically for the database in-

stead of using a 26-bit quantizer trained using generic data. At

lower rates, the relative bit rate advantage is increased to about

23% but in terms of bits/vector, the difference is only 3 bits

per vector. These results are highlighted in the table using gray

color for marking equal or slightly improved performance at

higher and lower bit rates. Even though the numerical SD val-

ues are slightly different for slt and rms, the bit rate advantages

are identical.

When the experiment was repeated with the maximum

codebook size of 256, the results were perfectly in line with the

results reported above, as can be seen from Table 2. The numer-

ical SD values obtained in this second run were slightly better

Table 1: Performance of multi-stage LSF vector quantizers of

different sizes (using at most 6 bits per stage) for the databases

slt and rms, measured using spectral distortion in dB. The

left column for each speaker presents the results obtained us-

ing database-specific retraining whereas the right column con-

tains the results obtained using quantizers trained with generic

multi-speaker data. Gray color is used for highlighting some

cases where roughly similar or slightly better performance was

achieved using the proposed retraining than with the generic

quantizers despite the drop in the bit rate.

slt rms

Bits Stage sizes slt gen rms gen

10 { 64, 16 } 2.21 2.73 2.29 2.83

11 { 64, 32 } 2.06 2.54 2.12 2.62

12 { 64, 64 } 1.92 2.37 1.98 2.45

13 { 64, 64, 2 } 1.81 2.24 1.86 2.33

14 { 64, 64, 4 } 1.70 2.11 1.75 2.19

15 { 64, 64, 8 } 1.60 1.98 1.65 2.07

16 { 64, 64, 16 } 1.50 1.86 1.54 1.93

17 { 64, 64, 32 } 1.41 1.76 1.44 1.82

18 { 64, 64, 64 } 1.32 1.65 1.36 1.69

19 { 64, 64, 64, 2 } 1.24 1.57 1.28 1.62

20 { 64, 64, 64, 4 } 1.18 1.48 1.21 1.53

21 { 64, 64, 64, 8 } 1.11 1.40 1.14 1.43

22 { 64, 64, 64, 16 } 1.04 1.32 1.07 1.35

23 { 64, 64, 64, 32 } 0.98 1.25 1.01 1.27

24 { 64, 64, 64, 64 } 0.93 1.18 0.95 1.20

25 { 64, 64, 64, 64, 2 } 0.88 1.11 0.90 1.13

26 { 64, 64, 64, 64, 4 } 0.83 1.06 0.85 1.08

Table 2: Performance of multi-stage LSF vector quantizers of

different sizes (using at most 8 bits per stage) for the databases

slt and rms, measured using spectral distortion in dB. The left

column for each speaker presents the results obtained using

database-specific retraining whereas the right column contains

the results obtained using quantizers trained with generic multi-

speaker data. Similarly as in Table 1, gray color is used for

highlighting some cases where roughly similar or slightly better

performance was achieved using the proposed retraining than

with the generic quantizers despite the drop in the bit rate.

slt rms

Bits Stage sizes slt gen rms gen

10 { 256, 4 } 2.11 2.65 2.17 2.72

11 { 256, 8 } 1.98 2.48 2.04 2.56

12 { 256, 16 } 1.85 2.33 1.91 2.41

13 { 256, 32 } 1.73 2.18 1.79 2.26

14 { 256, 64 } 1.62 2.05 1.67 2.12

15 { 256, 128 } 1.51 1.92 1.56 1.99

16 { 256, 256 } 1.41 1.81 1.46 1.86

17 { 256, 256, 2 } 1.33 1.71 1.37 1.76

18 { 256, 256, 4 } 1.25 1.61 1.29 1.67

19 { 256, 256, 8 } 1.18 1.52 1.21 1.56

20 { 256, 256, 16 } 1.11 1.43 1.14 1.47

21 { 256, 256, 32 } 1.04 1.35 1.07 1.37

22 { 256, 256, 64 } 0.98 1.28 1.01 1.30

23 { 256, 256, 128 } 0.92 1.20 0.95 1.22

24 { 256, 256, 256 } 0.86 1.12 0.89 1.15

25 { 256, 256, 256, 2 } 0.82 1.07 0.84 1.08

26 { 256, 256, 256, 4 } 0.77 1.01 0.79 1.04
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Figure 1: Concrete memory savings for databases of different

size (for the speakers slt and rms).

than in the first run due to the less strict limitation on the maxi-

mum codebook size. Nevertheless, the relative and absolute bit

rate advantages were identical in both cases, i.e., 4 bits/vector

were saved at higher rates while the advantage at lower rates

was 3 bits/vector.

The results obtained in the second part of the experiment are

summarized for both speakers in Figure 1. The figure depicts

the concrete memory savings obtained for the different database

sizes using the retraining of the LSF quantizer, while matching

or exceeding the quantization accuracy of the benchmark quan-

tizer operating at 26 bits/vector. The memory savings are given

as percentage values, relative to the total memory required for

storing all the LSF related data for the different database sizes.

The memory needed for storing the additional LSF codebook

data is taken into account. As expected, the relative benefit de-

pends on the database size. With larger databases, the benefit is

larger because the memory required by the codebook still stays

the same. In this experiment, the relative memory saving curves

were basically identical, smooth, and continuous because the

size of the database did not happen to affect the quantizer size

in these cases but more generally changes in the quantizer bit

usage could cause small discontinuities in the curve (i.e., some-

times a smaller database can be compressed using a smaller-

sized quantizer).

5. Discussion

It should be noted that even though the bit rate advantages

achieved in the experiments presented in this paper were very

consistent, the bit rate savings that can be achieved in the com-

pression of TTS databases do depend on the database/speaker

and on the quantizer design. Moreover, the performance advan-

tage depends on the parameter to be quantized. In the case of

LSFs, the difference is quite clear, as demonstrated above, but

for example with a simple gain parameter, the performance ad-

vantage is in practice very small or even non-existent because

the energy level is typically normalized as a part of preprocess-

ing.

As a final note concerning the results, the possible changes

in the recording conditions have their own effect on the re-

sults. In the experiments discussed in this paper, the record-

ings were not carried out in fixed conditions, and there were

differences, e.g., in room acoustics, microphones, and back-

ground noise levels. As a consequence, the performance ad-

vantage obtained using database-specific training was slightly

larger than it would have been if all the databases were recorded

in identical conditions. However, based on separate compar-

isons performed on databases recorded in identical conditions

vs. databases recorded in different conditions, it seems that the

extra benefit in the case of LSF quantization is at most about

1 bit per vector or even smaller. It should also be noted that

in cases of multi-lingual TTS systems and multiple voices, it

is likely that the recording conditions in all databases are not

strictly fixed. Thus, the results provided in this paper can be

considered fully valid and representative of a realistic scenario.

6. Conclusions

This paper has discussed the compression of unit selection TTS

databases, the concept of dynamic quantizer structures, and the

related topic of codec or quantizer retraining. The dynamic

quantizer structures enable flexible run-time quantizer updates.

This approach can be used for minimizing the memory needed

for compressing a unit selection database at a given quality level

because the codec can be retrained specifically for each speaker.

The experimental results provided in this paper demonstrate that

the memory saving advantage offered by the use of dynamic

quantizer updates for the LSF quantizer is about 3–4 bits per

vector or about 15–23%. Even after considering the memory

needed for saving the additional quantizer data, the memory

saving is significant.
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